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“Requirement“ refers to the protocol we use that members of a given research group are only allowed to 

order animals which specifically belong to them. If animals from another research group are required, 

ordering is only allowed with the consent of the owner. Because bills will not be issued, a billing address is 

not required at this time. Transportation costs will be set off via the PyRat system. If the box „animal house“ 

remains unchecked, all animals belonging to this order will be labelled as „killed“ by the PyRat system. An 

example would be if the animals are transferred directly to a laboratory. 

„Order“ refers to the request for animals by any research institute or group from different departments of 

the Center of Biomedical Research. Please note that animal order is available for a fee and it is not a free of 

charge service. Therefore, it is very important to specify a billing address of the related cost center. Signing 

the order form consents to the agreement that the cost center will be charged with the appropriate fees. It 

should be noted that we cannot guarantee that at any given time we have all the required animal numbers 

of a strain available upon order. The Center of Biomedical Research does not operate at the breeding 

performance of comparable commercial breeders such as Charles River, Janvier, Harlan, Taconic or others. 

Orders requested to be fulfilled through external suppliers (like Charles River, Janvier, etc.) also need to be 

processed via the “Laboratory Animal Order Form“. 

 

The individual departments of biomedical Research are abbreviated as follows: 

 Abteilung für Labortierkunde und Genetik (ALG) 

 Abteilung für Biomedizinische Forschung (ABF) 

 Anna Spiegel Tierhaltung (AST) 

 

Folgende Stämme sind an den Abteilungen des ZBFs erhältlich: 

AST:   Mice:   C57BL/6J 

Balb/c 

ABF:   Mice:   C57BL/6J 

C57BL/6N 

Balb/c 

C3H  

ALG:   Mice:   C57BL/6J 

C57BL/6JHim   (subline out of C57BL/6J) 

OF1 

CBA 

DBA 

FVB 

NSG 

Rat:  Sprague Dawley 

 

Closing date for Requirements and Orders to be submitted is Thursday 2 pm of each week for expected 

deliveries of the following week. Delivery takes place on Tuesday of the following week. If the delivery is 

required on a different day an external courier service needs to be requested (additional costs will be 

charged according to the delivery fee). 

For each species a separate order form has to be completed and submitted. 

Processed orders or requirements cannot be cancelled. Associated costs will be billed and has to be paid! 

Every “Laboratory Animal Order Form“ has to be sent to „Leitstelle“ at the Center of Biomedical Research: 

versuchstierbestellung@meduniwien.ac.at. Orders can only be accepted and processed there. 


